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1. Introduction

Elliott’s classification program for separable, nuclear C∗-algebras by
discrete invariants including the K-theory is one of the most impor-
tant and successful research areas in Operator Algebras ([9], [10]; see
also [24]). While it is clear that not all the separable, nuclear C∗-algebras
can be classified, very large classes of C∗-algebras are known to be clas-
sifiable (see, e.g., [24]). Despite the success, counterexamples to El-
liott’s conjecture in the simple case were found by Rørdam [25] and by
Toms ([28] and [29]). In [29] Toms used the Cuntz semigroup to dis-
tinguish simple, nuclear C∗-algebras which cannot be distinguished by
the conventional Elliott invariant, where the Cuntz semigroup of a C∗-
algebra A is a positively ordered, abelian semigroup whose elements are
equivalence classes of positive elements in matrix algebras over A (see
Section 2 for details). It then became clear that a further study of the
Cuntz semigroup is needed, and that, in fact, it is very important in El-
liott’s classification program. On the other hand, as pointed out in [10],
the understanding of the regularity properties of simple C∗-algebras,
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including the comparison of positive elements, is essential in the new
development of Elliott’s program. Extending the notion of comparison
of positive elements to classes of non-simple C∗-algebras – e.g., to the
C∗-algebras with the ideal property – and proving appropriate compari-
son results for these classes is clearly a necessary and non-trivial thing to
do. In this paper we contribute to the study of the ideal property, to the
understanding of the structure of the Cuntz semigroup of C∗-algebras
(with this property), and prove a certain type of comparison of positive
elements for some classes of C∗-algebras with the ideal property.

A C∗-algebra is said to have the ideal property if each of its ideals is
generated (as an ideal) by its projections (in this paper, by an ideal we
mean a closed, two-sided ideal; the only exception here will be the Ped-
ersen ideal, which is the smallest dense algebraic two-sided ideal in the
C∗-algebra). Note that every simple C∗-algebra with an approximate
unit of projections and every C∗-algebra of real rank zero [4] have the
ideal property. The ideal property has been studied extensively by the
first named author (alone or in collaboration), for example in [18], [19],
[20], [21] and [13], [14]. The ideal property is important in Elliott’s
classification program. It appeared first in Ken Stevens’ Ph.D. thesis in
which he classified by a K-theoretical invariant a certain class of (non-
simple) AI algebras with the ideal property. In [18] the first named
author classified the AH algebras with the ideal property and with slow
dimension growth up to a shape equivalence and gave several character-
izations of when an arbitrary AH algebra has the ideal property. Recall
that a C∗-algebra A is said to be an AH algebra, if A is the inductive
limit C∗-algebra of:

A1
φ1,2−−−−→ A2

φ2,3−−−−→ A3
φ3,4−−−−→ · · · φn−1,n−−−−→ An

φn,n+1−−−−→ · · ·
with An =

⊕tn
i=1 Pn,iM[n,i](C(Xn,i))Pn,i, where the local spectra Xn,i

are finite, connected CW complexes, tn and [n, i] are strictly positive in-
tegers, and each Pn,i is a projection of M[n,i](C(Xn,i)). In [13] and [14],
jointly with Gong, Jiang and Li, the first named author proved a re-
duction theorem saying that every AH algebra with the ideal property
and with the dimensions of the local spectra uniformly bounded (i.e.,
with no dimension growth) can be written as an AH algebra with the
ideal property with (special) local spectra of dimensions ≤ 3. This result
generalizes similar and strong reduction theorems for real rank zero AH
algebras – proved by Dădărlat [8] and Gong [11] – and also for simple
AH algebras – proved by Gong [12] – which have been major steps in the
classification of the corresponding classes of AH algebras. Also, in [18]
and [19], the first named author proved several nonstable K-theoretical
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results for a large class of C∗-algebras with the ideal property. Indeed,
if A is an AH algebra with the ideal property and with slow dimension
growth, it is proved in [18] that A has stable rank one (that means,
in the unital case, that the set of the invertible elements in A is dense
in A), that K0(A) is weakly unperforated in the sense of Elliott and is
also a Riesz group ([18] and [19]) and that the strict comparability of
the projections in A is determined by the tracial states of A, when A is
unital [18]. Also, jointly with Rørdam, the first named author proved
in [20] that the ideal property is not preserved by taking minimal tensor
products (even in the separable case). A characterization of the ideal
property in the separable, purely infinite case is given by the first named
author jointly with Rørdam in [21], in terms of the Jacobson topology
of the primitive spectrum of the C∗-algebra. The class of purely infi-
nite C∗-algebras has been introduced by Kirchberg and Rørdam in [17],
extending the definition in the simple case given by Cuntz [7]. A C∗-
algebra A is said to be purely infinite if A has no characters (or, equiv-
alently, no non-zero abelian quotients) and if for every a, b ∈ A+ such
that a ∈ AbA (the ideal of A generated by b), it follows that there is a se-
quence {xn} of elements in A such that a = lim

n→∞
x∗nbxn [17]. The study

of purely infinite C∗-algebras was motivated by Kirchberg’s classification
of the separable, nuclear C∗-algebras that tensorially absorb the Cuntz
algebra O∞ up to stable isomorphism by an ideal related KK-theory.

The paper is divided into three sections. In Section 2 we remind the
reader some relevant definitions and notation – including the definition
of the Cuntz semigroup – and define a Riesz type interpolation prop-
erty for the Cuntz semigroup W (A) of a C∗-algebra A (Definition 2.1).
We prove that W (A) has this property, whenever A is a C∗-algebra
the ideal property (Theorem 2.2). Related to this, we obtain two char-
acterizations of the ideal property in terms of the Cuntz semigroup of
the C∗-algebra (Theorem 2.4). Some additional characterizations are
proved in the special case of the stable, purely infinite C∗-algebras, and
two of them are expressed in language of the Cuntz semigroup of the
algebra (Theorem 2.5). In Section 3, after reminding the reader some
definitions, notation and results, we introduce a notion of comparison
of positive elements for every unital C∗-algebra that has (normalized)
quasitraces (Definition 3.1). We prove that large classes of C∗-algebras
(including large classes of AH algebras) with the ideal property have
this comparison property (Theorems 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8).

The symbol ⊗ will mean the minimal tensor product of C∗-algebras.
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2. A Riesz type interpolation property for the Cuntz
semigroup and the ideal property

We start by recalling mainly some definitions and notation (see
also [2]). If A is a C∗-algebra and a, b ∈ A+, then we write a - b if
there is a sequence {xn} of elements of A such that a = lim

n→∞
xnbx

∗
n.

This relation can be extended to the (local) C∗-algebra M∞(A) defined
as the algebraic inductive limit of Mn(A) via the inclusion mappings
Mn(A) ↪→Mn+1(A) given by x 7→ x⊕ 0. Let M∞(A)+ denote the set of
positive elements of M∞(A). If a, b ∈M∞(A)+, we write a - b provided
that a - b in Mn(A) for some n such that a, b ∈ Mn(A). (If we view a
and b in two different sized matrices over A, the above is equivalent to
having a = lim

n→∞
xnbx

∗
n where the xn are suitable rectangular matrices.)

If both a - b and b - a, we will write a ∼ b and will call a and b
Cuntz equivalent (see [6]). We shall denote W (A) = M∞(A)+/ ∼, and
〈a〉 ∈ W (A) will denote the Cuntz equivalence class of an element a of
M∞(A)+ (so that W (A) = {〈a〉 : a ∈ M∞(A)+}). Then W (A) is a
positively ordered abelian semigroup when equipped with the relations:

〈a〉+ 〈b〉 = 〈a⊕ b〉, 〈a〉 ≤ 〈b〉 ⇔ a - b, a, b ∈M∞(A)+.

We shall refer to W (A) as the Cuntz semigroup of A. One shortcom-
ing of this construction is that this semigroup fails to be continuous with
respect to sequential inductive limits. This was remedied in [5] by con-
structing an ordered semigroup, termed Cu(A), in terms of countably
generated Hilbert modules. This new object turned out to be intimately
related to W (A), in that Cu(A) is order isomorphic to W (A⊗K), where
K is the C∗-algebra of the compact operators on `2(N) [5]. The semi-
group Cu(A) is, as opposed to W (A), closed under (order-theoretic)
suprema of increasing sequences and, in significant cases, can be re-
garded as a completion of W (A) (see [5], [1]). Moreover, every element
in Cu(A) is a supremum of a rapidly increasing sequence. More pre-
cisely, we write x� y to mean that whenever y ≤ sup yn for an increas-
ing sequence {yn}, there is m such that x ≤ ym. A sequence {xn} is
rapidly increasing if xn � xn+1 for all n. It is shown in [5] that, for any
positive a, the sequence {〈(a − 1/n)+〉} is rapidly increasing (and with
supremum 〈a〉).

If A is a (local) C∗-algebra, then denote the set of projections in A
by P(A) := {p ∈ A : p = p2 = p∗}.

For each a ∈ A+ and for each ε > 0, we shall write (a − ε)+ for the
positive element of A given by hε(a), where hε(t) = max{t− ε, 0}.
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Definition 2.1. Let A be a C∗-algebra. We say that the Cuntz semi-
group W (A) has the weak Riesz interpolation by projections property if
for all ai, bi ∈ M∞(A)+ such that 〈ai〉 ≤ 〈bj〉 (in W (A)), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2
and for every ε > 0, there exist a projection p ∈ P(M∞(A)) and m ∈ N
such that 〈(ai − ε)+〉 ≤ 〈p〉 ≤ m〈bj〉, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2 (in W (A)).

This property just defined is of course related to the property of Riesz
interpolation by general positive elements. This can be achieved in the
real rank zero setting [22], as well as for simple stable algebras that
absorb the Jiang-Su algebra [27].

We want to prove the following result:

Theorem 2.2. Let A be a C∗-algebra with the ideal property. Then
W (A) has the weak Riesz interpolation by projections property.

The proof of the above theorem will use the following, of which
part (ii) is known and essentially contained in [17]; we include it here
just for convenience.

Lemma 2.3. Let A be a C∗-algebra, let I be an ideal of A that is gen-
erated (as an ideal) by P(I) and let a ∈ A+.

(i) If a ∈ I, then for every ε > 0, there exists p ∈ P(M∞(A)) such
that (a−ε)+ - p, where p is a finite direct sum of projections of I.

(ii) For every q ∈ P(AaA), there exists n ∈ N such that q - a⊗ 1n.

Proof: (i) Since I is generated by its projections and the element (a−ε)+
belongs to the Pedersen ideal of I, we can write (a− ε)+ =

∑k
i=1 xipiyi,

where xi, yi ∈ A and pi are projections from I. Next,

(a− ε)+ =

k∑
i=1

xipiyi =

k∑
i=1

y∗i pix
∗
i

=
1

2

k∑
i=1

(xipiyi + y∗i pix
∗
i ) ≤

1

2

k∑
i=1

(xipix
∗
i + y∗i piyi),

from which the conclusion follows using [17, Lemma 2.5(ii) and Lem-
ma 2.8(ii)].

(ii) Fix some 0 < ε < 1. Since q ∈ P(AaA), using [17, Proposi-
tion 2.7(v)], we get for this ε > 0 that there exists some n ∈ N such
that:

q ∼ (q − ε)+ - a⊗ 1n,

as wanted.
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Proof of Theorem 2.2: Let ai, bi ∈ M∞(A)+ such that 〈ai〉 ≤ 〈bj〉, 1 ≤
i, j ≤ 2. We may suppose that ai, bi ∈ A+, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2. Let ε > 0. Note
that

〈ai〉 ≤ 〈a1 + a2〉
for i = 1, 2. Then, by [23], for our ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that:

(1) 〈(ai − ε)+〉 ≤ 〈(c− δ)+〉, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2,

where c = a1+a2. Since 〈ai〉 ≤ 〈bj〉, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2, we have that c ∈ AbjA,

1 ≤ j ≤ 2, i.e. c ∈ I := Ab1A ∩ Ab2A. Note that since A has the ideal
property and I is an ideal of A, it follows that I is generated (as an
ideal) by P(I). Then, by Lemma 2.3, it follows that for our δ > 0 there
exists p ∈ P(M∞(A)) such that p is a finite direct sum of projections
of I and there exists m ∈ N such that:

(2) 〈(c− δ)+〉 ≤ 〈p〉 ≤ m〈bj〉, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2.

Finally, (1) and (2) imply that:

〈(ai − ε)+〉 ≤ 〈p〉 ≤ m〈bj〉, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2,

which ends the proof.

We now prove a theorem inspired by the proof of Theorem 2.2 and that
gives two characterizations of the ideal property in terms of the Cuntz
semigroup of the C∗-algebra. In particular, it implies Theorem 2.2.

Theorem 2.4. Let A be a C∗-algebra. Then, the following are equiva-
lent:

(i) A has the ideal property.

(ii) For all ai, bi ∈ A+ such that 〈ai〉 ≤ 〈bj〉, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2 and for every
ε > 0, there exist a projection p ∈ P(M∞(A)) and m ∈ N such
that 〈(ai − ε)+〉 ≤ 〈p〉 ≤ m〈bj〉, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2 and p is a finite direct
sum of projections of A.

(iii) For every a ∈ A+ and every ε > 0, there are a projection p ∈
P(M∞(A)) and m ∈ N such that 〈(a− ε)+〉 ≤ 〈p〉 ≤ m〈a〉 and p is
a finite direct sum of projections of A.

Proof: (i) ⇒ (ii) It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.2.

(ii)⇒ (iii) Let a be an arbitrary element of A+. Then choose ai = bi = a,
1 ≤ i ≤ 2 and use (ii).

(iii) ⇒ (i) Let I be an ideal of A, a ∈ I ∩A+ and ε > 0. Then, by (iii),
there exist n ∈ N, p1, p2, . . . , pn ∈ P(A) and there exists m ∈ N such
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that:

(3) 〈(a− ε)+〉 ≤ 〈⊕nk=1pk〉 ≤ m〈a〉.
Increasing m and then n, if necessary, (defining the new p′ks to be 0)

we may suppose that m = n in (3). Working in Mn(A), it is easy to see
that the first inequality in (3) implies that:

(4) (a− ε)+ ∈ Ap1A+Ap2A+ · · ·+ApnA

while the second inequality in (3) implies immediately that:

(5) pk ∈ AaA, 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
Observe that (4) and (5) imply that (a−ε)+ belongs to the ideal of A

generated by P(AaA) ⊆ P(I). Therefore, a = lim
ε→0

(a − ε)+ belongs to

the ideal of A generated by P(I) and hence, because each element of I is
a linear combination of four positive elements of I, I is generated as an
ideal of A by P(I). Since I is an arbitrary ideal of A, this proves that
A has the ideal property.

The result below gives some additional characterizations of the ideal
property in the case of stable, purely infinite C∗-algebras. Two of these
characterizations are in terms of the Cuntz semigroup of the C∗-algebra.
As already mentioned in the introduction, a C∗-algebra A is termed
purely infinite if A does not have non-zero abelian quotients and a - b
whenever a ∈ AbA (see [17]). Recall also that a positive, non-zero
element a of a C∗-algebra A is said to be properly infinite if a⊕a - a⊕0
in M2(A). It was shown in [17, Theorem 4.16] that a C∗-algebra A is
purely infinite if and only if all non-zero positive elements are properly
infinite.

Theorem 2.5. Let A be a purely infinite, stable C∗-algebra. Then, the
following are equivalent:

(i) A has the ideal property.

(ii) For every a ∈ A+, there exists a sequence {pn} of projections in A
such that 〈a〉 = sup

n∈N
〈pn〉 (in W (A)).

(iii) For every a ∈ A+, there exists a sequence {qn} of projections
in A such that {〈qn〉} is increasing in W (A) and 〈a〉 = sup

n∈N
〈qn〉

(in W (A)).

(iv) For all a ∈ A+, we have that AaA = ∪n≥1In, where {In} is an
increasing sequence of ideals of A and each In is generated (as an
ideal) by a single projection.
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The proof of the above theorem will use the following:

Proposition 2.6. Let A be a C∗-algebra with the ideal property and let
a ∈ A+.

(i) If a is either properly infinite or zero, then there is a sequence {pn}
of projections in M∞(A) such that 〈a〉 = sup

n∈N
〈pn〉 (in W (A)).

(ii) If (a− ε)+ is either properly infinite or zero for every ε > 0, then
there is a sequence {qn} of projections in M∞(A) such that {〈qn〉}
is an increasing sequence in W (A) and 〈a〉 = sup

n∈N
〈qn〉 (in W (A)).

Proof: (i) Let {εn} be a strictly decreasing sequence of strictly posi-
tive numbers such that lim

n→∞
εn = 0. Since A has the ideal property,

Theorem 2.4 implies that there exists a sequence {pn} of projections
of M∞(A) such that:

(6) 〈(a− εn)+〉 ≤ 〈pn〉 ≤ 〈a〉, for all n ∈ N

(we also used the fact that m〈a〉 = 〈a〉, for every m ∈ N, since a is
either properly infinite or zero). Let us prove now that sup

n∈N
〈pn〉 = 〈a〉.

For this, observe first that by (6) we have 〈pn〉 ≤ 〈a〉 for every n ∈ N.
Now, let x ∈ W (A) be such that 〈pn〉 ≤ x, for every n ∈ N. Then,
(6) implies that 〈(a− εn)+〉 ≤ x, for every n ∈ N. Therefore, since also
{εn} is a strictly decreasing sequence of strictly positive numbers and
lim
n→∞

εn = 0, we have:

〈a〉 = sup
n∈N
〈(a− εn)+〉 ≤ x.

This ends the proof of the equality sup
n∈N
〈pn〉 = 〈a〉.

(ii) Let {εn} be a strictly decreasing sequence of strictly positive numbers
such that lim

n→∞
εn = 0. Then, since εn − εn+1 > 0 and

(a− εn)+ = ((a− εn+1)+ − (εn − εn+1))+

for every n ∈ N, Theorem 2.4 implies that there exists a sequence {qn}
of projections of M∞(A) such that:

(7) 〈(a− εn)+〉 ≤ 〈qn〉 ≤ 〈(a− εn+1)+〉 ≤ 〈a〉, for all n ∈ N

(we also used the fact that m〈(a − εn+1)+〉 = 〈(a − εn+1)+〉, for every
m,n ∈ N, since, by hypothesis, (a − εn+1)+ is either properly infinite
or zero for all n ∈ N). Clearly, (7) implies that {〈qn〉} is an increasing
sequence in W (A). Finally, let us observe that sup

n∈N
〈qn〉 = 〈a〉 in W (A),
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since its proof is similar with that of the fact that sup
n∈N
〈pn〉 = 〈a〉 in W (A)

in the above proof of part (i) of this proposition.

Corollary 2.7. Let A be a purely infinite C∗-algebra with the ideal
property and let a ∈ A+. Then, there exists a sequence {pn} of pro-
jections in M∞(A) such that {〈pn〉} is an increasing sequence in W (A)
and 〈a〉 = sup

n∈N
〈pn〉 (in W (A)).

Proof: Since A is purely infinite, [17, Theorem 4.16] implies that every
positive element of A is either properly infinite or zero. The proof ends
now applying condition (ii) in Proposition 2.6.

Proof of Theorem 2.5: (i) ⇒ (iii) It follows immediately from Corol-
lary 2.7.

(iii) ⇒ (ii) The proof of this implication is trivial.

(ii) ⇒ (iv) Assume (ii). Let a ∈ A+. Then, by (ii), there exists a
sequence {pn} of projections of A such that:

(8) 〈a〉 = sup
n∈N
〈pn〉.

Since A is stable, replacing each pn by a projection in its Murray-von
Neumann equivalence class we may suppose that pmpn = 0 for every m 6=
n, m,n ∈ N. Then, for every n ∈ N we have that p1+p2+· · ·+pn ∈ P(A)
and pn ≤ p1 + p2 + · · · + pn and hence, using [17, Lemma 2.8(iii) and
Lemma 2.9] we have:

(9) 〈pn〉 ≤ 〈p1 + p2 + · · ·+ pn〉 =

n∑
i=1

〈pk〉 ≤ n〈a〉 = 〈a〉, for all n ∈ N

since 〈pk〉 ≤ 〈a〉 for all k ∈ N and a is properly infinite or zero (by [17,
Theorem 4.16]). Define:

qn := p1 + p2 + · · ·+ pn(∈ P(A)), for all n ∈ N.

Since p1 +p2 + · · ·+pn ≤ p1 +p2 + · · ·+pn+1, for all n ∈ N, it follows
that {〈qn〉} is an increasing sequence in W (A). Also, (8) and (9) imply
that

(10) 〈a〉 = sup
n∈N
〈qn〉.

We want to prove that:

(11) AaA = ∪n≥1AqnA(= ∪n≥1AqnA)
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(note that 〈qn〉 ≤ 〈qn+1〉 implies that AqnA ⊆ Aqn+1A, for all n ∈ N).
Indeed, observe that (10) implies that 〈qn〉 ≤ 〈a〉, for all n ∈ N, from
which we get qn ∈ AaA for all n ∈ N, and hence:

(12) ∪n≥1AqnA ⊆ AaA.

Let ε > 0. Since 〈(a−ε)+〉 � 〈a〉 in Cu(A) = W (A) (take into account
the fact that A is stable and see [5]), and 〈a〉 = sup〈qn〉 (see (10)) we
deduce (by definition of the � relation) that:

〈(a− ε)+〉 ≤ 〈qm〉

for some m ∈ N, which implies that (a − ε)+ ∈ AqmA ⊆ ∪n≥1AqnA.

Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, we have that a = lim
ε→0

(a − ε)+ ∈ ∪n≥1AqnA,

and therefore:

(13) AaA ⊆ ∪n≥1AqnA(= ∪n≥1AqnA).

Observe that (12) and (13) prove the equality (11). Hence, if we define
In := AqnA for every n ∈ N, we have that AaA = ∪n≥1In, where {In} is
an increasing sequence of ideals of A and each In is generated (as an
ideal) by a single projection (namely qn).

(iv) ⇒ (i) Assume (iv). Let I be an ideal of A and let a ∈ I+. Then,
by (iv) we have that AaA = ∪n≥1In, where {In} is an increasing se-
quence of ideals of A and each In is generated (as an ideal) by a single
projection. This implies that a belongs to the ideal of A generated
by P(AaA) ⊆ P(I), and hence a belongs to the ideal of A generated
by P(I). Since a ∈ I+ was arbitrary and each element of I is a linear
combination of four positive elements of I, it follows that I is generated
(as an ideal) by P(I). But I was an arbitrary ideal of A, so we deduce
that A has the ideal property.

Remark 2.8. (i) Note that if A is a purely infinite C∗-algebra, then
W (A) has the Riesz interpolation property. The same conclusion
holds for the semigroup V (A) consisting of the Murray-von Neu-
mann equivalence classes [p] of projections in M∞(A). Indeed, let
ai, bi ∈M∞(A)+ be such that 〈ai〉 ≤ 〈bj〉, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2 (in W (A)).
We may assume that ai, bi ∈ A+, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2. Then, for all i, j

〈ai〉 ≤ 〈a1 + a2〉 ≤ 〈a1〉+ 〈a2〉 ≤ 2〈bj〉 ≤ 〈bj〉.

(We have used here that every non-zero positive element is properly
infinite.)
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(ii) For a C∗-algebra A, denote by

Wpi(A) = {〈a〉 ∈W (A) | a = 0 or else properly infinite in M∞(A)}.

Then the same argument as in (i) shows that Wpi(A) is a subsemi-
group of W (A) with Riesz interpolation. With this language, [17,
Theorem 4.16] can be rephrased by saying that A is purely infinite
if and only if W (A) = Wpi(A).

3. Comparison of positive elements and the ideal
property

We will introduce a notion of comparison of positive elements for uni-
tal C∗-algebras that have (normalized) quasitraces. We will prove that
large classes of C∗-algebras with the ideal property have this comparison
property.

We begin recalling some definitions, notation and results. The no-
tion of dimension function was introduced by Cuntz in [6]. A dimen-
sion function on a C∗-algebra A is an additive order preserving function
d : W (A)→ [0,∞]. We can also regard d as a functionM∞(A)+ → [0,∞]
that respects the rules d(a⊕b) = d(a)+d(b) and a - b⇒ d(a) ≤ d(b) for
all a, b ∈M∞(A)+. The set of all dimension functions on a C∗-algebra A
will be denoted by DF (A). A dimension function d on A is said to be
lower semicontinuous if d(a) = sup

ε>0
d((a− ε)+) for all a ∈M∞(A)+.

Let A be a unital C∗-algebra. A (normalized) quasitrace on A is a
function τ : A→ C satisfying:

(i) τ(1) = 1,

(ii) 0 ≤ τ(xx∗) = τ(x∗x), for all x ∈ A,

(iii) τ(a+ ib) = τ(a) + iτ(b), for all a, b ∈ Asa,

(iv) τ is linear on abelian sub-C∗-algebras of A,

(v) τ extends to a function from Mn(A) to C satisfying (i)–(iv).

The set of all (normalized) quasitraces on A will be denoted QT (A).
This notion was introduced in [3]. Given τ ∈ QT (A) one may define a
map dτ : M∞(A)+ → [0,∞] by:

dτ (a) = lim
n→∞

τ(a1/n).

Note that in fact dτ takes only real values: dτ (M∞(A)+) ⊆ [0,∞).
Blackadar and Handelman showed in [3] that dτ is a lower semicontinu-
ous dimension function on A. Note that for all p ∈ P(M∞(A)) we have
that dτ (p) = τ(p).
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In the results below we shall need to compare elements of the Cuntz
semigroup by means of their values on states. The most common notion
that captures this idea is that of strict comparison. Namely, a C∗-alge-
bra A has strict comparison provided that a - b (for a, b ∈ M∞(A)+)
whenever dτ (a) < dτ (b) for every quasitrace τ . For our purposes we
need a weakening of this concept, as follows.

Definition 3.1. A unital C∗-algebra A such that QT (A) 6= ∅ is said to
have weak strict comparison if it has the property that a - b whenever
a, b ∈M∞(A)+ satisfy the inequality d(a) < d(b) for every d ∈ E ∪ {f ∈
DF (A) r E : f(b) = 1}, where E := {dτ : τ ∈ QT (A)}.

Definition 3.2. A unital C∗-algebra A such that QT (A) 6= ∅ is said to
have strict comparison of projections if p - q whenever p, q ∈ P(M∞(A))
satisfy the inequality τ(p) < τ(q) for every τ ∈ QT (A).

Theorem 3.3. Let A be a unital C∗-algebra with the ideal property.
Assume moreover that A has strict comparison of projections and that
it has finitely many extremal quasitraces. Let a, b ∈M∞(A)+ such that:

dτ (a) < dτ (b), for all τ ∈ QT (A).

Then, for every ε > 0, there is m ∈ N such that (a− ε)+ - b⊗ 1m.

Proof: We may assume, without loss of generality, that a, b ∈ A+. Let
τ1, τ2, . . . , τl be the extremal quasitraces of A, for some l ∈ N. (Hence,
each quasitrace of A is a convex combination of τi, 1 ≤ i ≤ l.) Since
dτi is a lower semicontinuous dimension function on A, we have that
dτi(b) = sup

δ>0
dτi((b− δ)+), 1 ≤ i ≤ l. Hence, dτi(a) < dτi(b) implies that

there exists εi > 0 such that:

dτi(a) < dτi((b− εi)+), 1 ≤ i ≤ l.

Choose ε0 > 0 such that ε0 ≤ εi, 1 ≤ i ≤ l. Since 0 < δ1 ≤ δ2 implies
(b − δ2)+ ≤ (b − δ1)+ and hence (b − δ2)+ - (b − δ1)+ from which one
obtains dτ ((b − δ2)+) ≤ dτ ((b − δ1)+), for every τ ∈ QT (A), the above
inequalities imply that:

(14) dτi(a) < dτi((b− ε0)+), 1 ≤ i ≤ l.

On the other hand, since A has the ideal property, Lemma 2.3 implies
that for ε0 > 0 there exist projections p and q in P(M∞(A)) such that
p is a finite direct sum of projections of AaA, q is a finite direct sum of
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projections of AbA and there is some m ∈ N such that:

(a− ε0)+ - p(15)

p - a⊗ 1m(16)

(b− ε0)+ - q.(17)

Using (14), (16) and (17), we get:

τi(p) = dτi(p) ≤ dτi(a⊗ 1m) = mdτi(a) < mdτi((b− ε0)+)

= dτi((b− ε0)+ ⊗ 1m) ≤ dτi(q ⊗ 1m) = τi(q ⊗ 1m), 1 ≤ i ≤ l

which obviously implies that:

τi(p) < τi(q ⊗ 1m), 1 ≤ i ≤ l.

Multiplying each of these l inequalities with appropriate positive num-
bers and then summing up all the inequalities, we have that:

(18) τ(p) < τ(q ⊗ 1m), for all τ ∈ QT (A)

(of course, we used here the fact that τ1, τ2, . . . , τl are the extremal qu-
asitraces of A).

Since A has strict comparison of projections, (18) implies that:

(19) p - q ⊗ 1m.

Using again condition (ii) in Lemma 2.3 and the fact that q is a finite
direct sum of projections of AbA, it follows that:

(20) q - b⊗ 1n

for some n ∈ N.
Using (15), (19) and (20) we obtain:

(a− ε0)+ - p - q ⊗ 1m - b⊗ 1mn

which implies that:

(21) (a− ε0)+ - b⊗ 1mn.

Observe now that for all 0 < ε < ε0, we have (b−ε0)+ ≤ (b−ε)+ which
implies that (b−ε0)+ - (b−ε)+ and hence dτ ((b−ε0)+) ≤ dτ ((b−ε)+),
for all τ ∈ QT (A). Using this fact and (14), we get:

dτi(a) < dτi((b− ε)+), for all 0 < ε < ε0, 1 ≤ i ≤ l.

Working as above, we obtain that for each 0 < ε < ε0 there exists
k = k(ε) ∈ N such that:

(a− ε)+ - b⊗ 1k.
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Finally, for every ε > ε0 we have (a− ε)+ ≤ (a− ε0)+, which implies
that (a− ε)+ - (a− ε0)+, and hence, using also (21), we obtain:

(a− ε)+ - b⊗ 1mn.

This ends the proof.

Remark 3.4. For all a and b ∈ A+, the conclusion of the above result
that, for every ε > 0, there is m such that (a − ε)+ - b ⊗ 1m can be
rephrased by saying that a ∈ AbA, as mentioned in [26, comment before
Lemma 4.1]. We shall be using this below.

If A is a unital C∗-algebra, we will denote by T (A) the set of tracial
states of A.

Corollary 3.5. Let A be a unital AH algebra with the ideal property
and with finitely many extremal tracial states, and let a, b ∈ M∞(A)+

such that dτ (a) < dτ (b), for all τ ∈ T (A). Then, for every ε > 0 there
is m ∈ N such that (a− ε)+ - b⊗ 1m.

Proof: Let U be an arbitrary UHF algebra, that is, U is the induc-
tive limit of a sequence {Mn(k)}k of matrix algebras via unital ∗-ho-
momorphisms Mn(k) → Mn(k+1). Define B := A ⊗ U . Then, clearly,
B is a unital AH algebra with the ideal property and with slow di-
mension growth (in the sense of Gong [11]). Then, since B is a uni-
tal exact C∗-algebra, by a theorem of Haagerup [15] we have that
QT (B) = T (B). Hence, by [18, Theorem 5.1(b)] it follows that B has
strict comparison of projections. Let T (U) = {σ}. Then, we have that
T (B) = T (A⊗ U) = {τ ⊗ σ : τ ∈ T (A)}. Therefore, clearly, B = A⊗ U
has finitely many extremal tracial states, since A has finitely many ex-
tremal tracial states. We may assume, without any loss of generality,

that a, b ∈ A+. Define ã := a ⊗ 1, b̃ := b ⊗ 1 ∈ (A ⊗ U)+ = B+. Then,
for all ρ = τ ⊗ σ ∈ T (B)(τ ∈ T (A))), we have by hypothesis:

dρ(ã) = dτ (a) < dτ (b) = dρ(̃b).

Using now Theorem 3.3 and Remark 3.4 we deduce that a⊗ 1 = ã ∈
Bb̃B = (A⊗ U)(b⊗ 1)(A⊗ U), from which we easily conclude (using,
e.g., Fubini maps) that a ∈ AbA, which implies the conclusion, by [17,
Proposition 2.7(v)].

The next two theorems are the main results of this section. Recall first
that a positive ordered abelian semigroup W (in particular, the Cuntz
semigroup of a C∗-algebra) is said to be almost unperforated if for all
x, y ∈ W and all m,n ∈ N, with nx ≤ my and n > m, one has x ≤ y
(see, e.g. [26]).
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Theorem 3.6. Let A be a unital C∗-algebra with the ideal property.
Assume moreover that A has strict comparison of projections and finitely
many extremal quasitraces and that W (A) is almost unperforated. Then
A has weak strict comparison.

Proof: Use Theorem 3.3, Remark 3.4 and [26, Corollary 4.7].

Theorem 3.7. Let A be a unital AH algebra with the ideal property and
with finitely many extremal tracial states and such that W (A) is almost
unperforated. Then A has weak strict comparison.

Proof: Use Corollary 3.5, Remark 3.4 and [26, Corollary 4.7].

Theorem 3.8. Let A be a unital AH algebra with the ideal property and
with finitely many extremal tracial states and let B be a unital, simple,
infinite dimensional AH algebra with no dimension growth and with a
unique tracial state. Then A⊗B has weak strict comparison.

Proof: Observe first that since both A and B have the ideal property
and A (or B) is exact, it follows that A⊗B has the ideal property (use,
e.g., [20, Corollary 1.3]). On the other hand, by a result in [30], B is
Z-stable, that is B ∼= B ⊗ Z, where Z is the Jiang-Su algebra [16].
Hence the unital AH algebra with the ideal property A⊗B is Z-stable,
i.e. A ⊗ B ∼= (A ⊗ B) ⊗ Z, and then [26, Theorem 4.5] implies that
W (A ⊗ B) is almost unperforated. Note that if T (B) = {σ}, then
T (A⊗B) = {τ ⊗ σ : τ ∈ T (A)} and since A has finitely many extremal
tracial states, it is obvious that A ⊗ B has also finitely many extremal
tracial states. Now, the fact that A ⊗ B has weak strict comparison
follows from Theorem 3.7.

Remark 3.9. We may say that a unital C∗-algebra A with QT (A) 6= ∅
has almost weak strict comparison if A satisfies all the conditions in the
definition of weak strict comparison (see Definition 3.1) with the only
difference that the condition:

(∗) d(a) < d(b) for all d ∈ E

is replaced by the new condition:

(∗∗) there is ε0 > 0 such that d(a) < d((b− ε0)+) for all d ∈ E,

with E as in Definition 3.1 above (of course, we still request that d(a) <
d(b) for every d ∈ {f ∈ DF (A) r E : f(b) = 1}).
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In the proof of Theorem 3.3 we showed, in particular, that in the
case when a unital C∗-algebra A has finitely many extremal quasitraces,
then (∗) =⇒ (∗∗). Therefore, in this case, if A has almost weak strict
comparison, it follows that A has weak strict comparison. Note that
if we drop the condition that the C∗-algebra A has finitely many ex-
tremal quasitraces (tracial states), the conclusions of Theorem 3.3 and
of Corollary 3.5 remain true if we replace in their hypotheses condi-
tion (∗) by condition (∗∗) as above. Also, it is easy to see that, if in
Theorems 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 we drop the condition that A has finitely many ex-
tremal quasitraces (tracial states) and the condition that B has a unique
tracial state (in Theorem 3.8), then they remain true if we replace in
their conclusions “weak strict comparison” by “almost weak strict com-
parison” (to show these results we use the same proofs). In conclusion,
we thus obtain generalizations of all the results proved in Section 3.
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